Ps4 headset wiring diagram

If your headphones don't work and you know its not near the jack, the fix is easy Mine took a
little longer since I was working on my friend's headphones at the time and they are fairly
complicated. The headphones used in this instructable are cheap pieces of junk that don't work
anyways but it is the same procedure that I used on my friend's. This should work but there are
no guarantees. Doing any repairs like this may void any warranty you may have. Soldering irons
and other tools can be dangerous and should be used with safety in mind. I am not liable for
any damage done. Here's a fairly well-written 'ible on the wire splicing. If the wire is a double,
you need to pull them apart. Use a wire stripper exact-o knife or fingernail clippers will work--be
carefuler with these though and strip the insulated wires. Separate all wires by colors On these
the colors are red, green, and copper. Generally, the colored wires transmit sound, and the
apparantly uninsulated wire is the ground. The colors on the wires are really a thin insulating
coating that needs to be removed before soldering. To do this, simply use some sandpaper and
sand away until you see the copper wire. Do this with all wires, including the ground. Twist all
like wires together. I like to keep the grounds separate, but that is just personal preference.
Once they are twisted together, put a thin coat of solder on the wire. This step keeps the wires
from touching eachother or the ground, to make it not short-circuit. Simply cut a small piece of
electrical tape and wrap it around each wire. Now slide the shrink tubing? ZE END!! Tip 11
months ago. Use a lighter to burn off the coating on the wires, then use the sandpaper to scrape
off the carbon. I couldn't get the coating off without a lighter. Question 1 year ago on
Introduction. Lets you swap out any cables that might go bad. Super easy to do as well. For the
finished picture, I ended up using a LifeProof phone case audio connector because of its tight
fit. Took about 30 minutes from start to finish. Reply 4 years ago. Did you connect the wires
simply by tapping them together? Audio wires are sensitive, they require constant value of
resistance, so this method usually won't make it work. Try soldering them together. If you can't
do that, twist them together as tightly as you can before applying the tape. If connections are
correct and secure, yet it still won't work, the problem might lies in the circuit's components.
Many thanks to the author! Those who have difficulties feel free to comment me, I'll try to help.
A bunch of them represent the same connection, which is ground. But different bunch connects
to different direction, so the significance is in each group of them, not individually. I fixed mine
leaving some fibers broken, and the result is less quality for the sound. I fixed that by adding an
external connection to ground. I soak the plug and wire insulation I want to remove in acetone
for a half hour or hour and find the insulation just peels off. If it doesn't, such as the thicker
parts around the plug, soak a little more. It doesn't affect the wire lacquer, which may be good
or bad, since it would be nice if it cleaned off that insulation, too. I am planning to do this repair,
I know is the wire that connects one speaker to the other, what I don't know is what gauge of
wire do I have to buy and where? Radio Shack does not have it. Inside of the cable there are 2
wires. By killersquirel11 Follow. More by the author:. Did you make this project? Share it with
us! I Made It! Light Up Clock 2. Mars Clock by prdassonville in Clocks. Reply Upvote. Answer
Upvote. AyeshaS35 1 year ago. What should I do if only the blue wire is ripped out from the
speaker of Bluetooth headphones. EricJ 3 years ago. Shruti Karn 3 years ago. What do I do?
AmpuanAomi 4 years ago. LanceP12 AmpuanAomi Reply 4 years ago. AmpuanAomi LanceP12
Reply 4 years ago. LanceP12 4 years ago. Please help my headphones are damaged from the
end of the microphone. CharlesG53 4 years ago. LanceP12 CharlesG53 Reply 4 years ago.
Krishna GopalP 4 years ago. AaronG52 5 years ago. Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of turtle beach
wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined traditional pictorial depiction of an electrical
circuit. It reveals the parts of the circuit as streamlined shapes, and also the power and signal
connections in between the tools. A wiring diagram usually provides details concerning the
family member placement and arrangement of gadgets as well as terminals on the tools, to aid
in structure or servicing the gadget. A photographic layout would reveal much more detail of
the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a much more symbolic symbols to stress
interconnections over physical look. A wiring diagram is commonly used to troubleshoot issues
and also making sure that the connections have actually been made which whatever exists.
Assortment of turtle beach wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to
your computer by right clicking on the image. A very first consider a circuit diagram might be
complex, however if you could check out a train map, you could check out schematics. The
function coincides: obtaining from factor A to direct B. Literally, a circuit is the course that
allows power to circulation. If you understand what to seek, it ll come to be force of habit. While
initially you ll simply be reviewing them, at some point you will start producing your very own.
This guide will show you a few of the common icons that you are certain to see in your future
electrical design profession. Voltage: Determined in volts V , voltage is the pressure or pressure
of power. This is typically provided by a battery such as a 9V battery or keys electrical energy,
the electrical outlets in your home run at V. Outlets in various other countries operate at a

different voltage, which is why you require a converter when traveling. Present: Existing is the
flow of electrical energy, or more particularly, the flow of electrons. It is gauged in Amperes
Amps , and can just flow when a voltage supply is attached. Resistance: Determined in Ohms R
or O , resistance defines just how easily electrons could stream with a product. Products such
as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they conveniently allow circulation of movement
low resistance. Plastic, timber, and air are instances of insulators, preventing the activity of
electrons high resistance. DC Direct Current. DC is a continuous flow of current in one
direction. DC can flow not simply with conductors, however semi-conductors, insulators, or
even a vacuum. In Air Conditioner, the circulation of existing regularly alternates in between two
directions, commonly forming a sine wave. Now s the enjoyable things. Completing an electrical
design degree then getting a work in the area implies you will see a great deal a lot a great deal
of these schematics. It s vital to recognize precisely just what is going on with these. While they
could as well as will get very complex, these are simply a few of the typical graphics to obtain
your ground on. Beginning to make feeling? These are the fundamentals and also could even
appear evident or user-friendly to you, such as the wires and if they are connected. Whenever
you identify your specific field of electrical design, you may see much more complex layouts
and icons. You ll discover also that different countries use different symbols. You will certainly
also learn regarding the various icons used for switches, other power supplies, inductors,
meters, lights, LEDs, transistors, antennas, as well as far more. So first off you need to connect
everything up, and to work out what goes where here are a couple of images with those
all-important wiring diagrams. For proper placement of your camera, see the PlayStation
Camera Placement section below. Next up is camera placement. This is highly important as the
PlayStation Camera will track not only the headset but also any of the accessories and
controllers used to interact with the VR experiences. Step 4: Position yourself where you will be
playing VR, in the centre of the screen. Additionally, make sure that bright light from windows,
mirrors, or room lighting does not shine into the camera. Avoid pointing the camera at
light-emitting devices such as computer monitors. A keen gamer since the days of the Sinclair
ZX Spectrum, Peter enjoys covering all aspects of the technology; from the latest consumer
hardware to enterprise use cases. By Peter Graham Last updated Mar 1, Peter Graham posts 0
comments. E-mail: pgraham vrfocus. You might also like More from author. Prev Next. We use
cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use
this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Accept Privacy policy. Home Help Search
Login Register. Lately a lot of people have posted about how they can have an audio setup
without using the controller for chat audio passthrough for the PS4. I know a lot of you guys are
already aware of how to overcome this. I decided to give you guys a wiring diagram to help you
guys setup your own PS4 custom audio arrangement without needing an expensive headset.
Things you will need 1. DSS2 amplifier. I chose this due to it's decent bass output and also the
surround sound audio capability. A Syba USB adapter. You will use this to pass incoming chat
from the syba to the headset through the AUX in of the dss2 amp. A decent microphone. I am
currently using the Zalman but from what I have heard the modmic is way better so I suggest
you guys pick up a modmic if you can afford it. Now onto the wiring diagram. It is fairly self
explanatory. You might be wondering why I am passing the chat audio back into the dss2
through the aux in. Well this way you get the incoming chat audio to get mixed in with the game
audio and the sound quality is maintained. You could choose the alternative of having all audio
go through the syba from the ps4 chat settings but you lose the amplifier capabilities since the
usb is merely an extension of the usb port on the ps4. Anyways if you have questions feel free
to ask. I hope this helps other PS4 users who are looking for cheaper alternatives to expensive
name brand headsets. Great writeup rez'! Hopefully he sees this thread. I have a similar wiring
diagram on my PS3. However, I don't have the Syba thing, just used the chat mixer from a
Steelseries Siberia v2. But that has an awful buzz at times, so I might buy the Syba part. Also, I
have the DSS1. Re: looping the m-m 3. I'll try it too. Hey Grey! I actually have seen people ask
about this on multiple threads and I kept thinking why not pull up powerpoint and just put
together a diagram really fast. Heck I myself will probably forget about it at some point and will
have to look back at this post and be like AH that's what I forgot lol. Anyways, I thought it would
be useful since it bypasses the controller and this way people don't have to worry about xim
support for chat audio passthrough. OBsIV might give you a gold star, lol. BTW, check your
pms. Disappointing news. Thank you for posting this. I have searched through the other forums
but didn't see a clear answer on this. I do not and have not used a gaming headset for my
in-game audio. Gaming with a headset and blocking out all other sound is usually not an option
for me, and I wouldn't want to in most cases as I have a 7. So, noting this, all I really want is a
simple means to chat. As long as folks can hear me and me them then I'm good. Would this
work in my scenario? Marlowe Member Posts: Boltman MVP Posts: Great work and so helpful

as always rez. Thanks for this rez! Now what do you have applied for your ps4 audio settings?
SMF 2. The Ear Force PX22 is a headset designed to provide the user with sound from games,
music or movies as well as allow them to communicate through various chat programs. The
headset was released by Turtle Beach in September of Many thanks Andy I have now found the
white sheathed wire. Can you tell me the colour sequence for soldering the wires to the 4 poles.
I'm not sure. Its a question I'm waiting for a proper answer to. I'm not sure if this correct, getting
a lot of buzzing which could be due to my poor soldering! Like I say I have asked the question,
Turtle Beach are being very quiet. Thanks - this is only place on the internet where I found this
information!! Andy Whitfield. I have a final answer to this issue. The plug needs to be low profile
or narrow as it wont fit into the amplifier otherwise. I am pleased to say this works perfectly.
Additionally, I bought a new cable - 4 pole plug to 4 pole plug. Cut it in half and connected the
wires based on 'buzzing through' to the plug with my multi-meter as the internal wire colours in
the replacement cable were different colours to the turtle beach internal wires. It was much less
bother than using a brand new 'blank' narrow profile 4 pole plug too much of a challenge to my
soldering skills and eyesight! Hi, when I was doing this I found six wires, red, green, blue,
copper and two different whites. Is this what you found too? Or do I have a different set up?
Show 1 more comment. Noa van Veen. It seems different than above. I cut the old jack first and
measured resistance through the wires. KoSLoW koslow. I have the same problem and i did not
find a new 4 pole cable with 5 wire. I solder a new 4 pole cable with 4 wire. It work but mic
doesnt work It is 4 wire cable with a shield but you should be able to use the shield as a 5th
wire, just insulate it inside the plug. Alternatively you could use this and just cut one wire off at
each end. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Turtle Beach PX22 The Ear Force PX22 is a
headset designed to provide the user with sound from games, music or movies as well as allow
them to communicate through various chat programs. Answer this question I have this problem
too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 6. Most
Helpful Answer. Andy Whitfield Rep: 13 2. I hope this helps for anyone with the same or similar
issues. Was this answer helpful? Score 1. I had the 5 that were described in the post - not 6.
Hey, I have a white insulated wire wrapped into the copper wire, should I separate them? Px22 I
have blue green red copper and white thread type can I post a pic? Noa van Veen Rep: 13 1.
KoSLoW koslow Rep: 37 2. Score 0. Hi, Here are two examples. Add your answer jfields will be
eternally grateful. View Statistics:. This device comes with a headset, removable microphone,
and an inline USB audio controller and is compatible with most computing devices. Mark
Murphy whoah. For Reference : This is the Left Earpad. The Mic has the gold and red wire
leading to it on the bottom right. I'm facing the exact same issue right now. The wiring is more
than just weird. Any chance you'd figured it out? Also take note of the top answer. Show 4 more
comments. Here are 2 images showing the 2 most likely connection options. The first is the
conventional standard connection and the second shows the standard and the other more
common one. If you have a DMM Digital MultiMeter -Ohmmeter function , check for continuity
from the earphone to see which wire goes to the tip of the jack. That will most probably be the
left speaker. The next point on the jack is known as the ring 1 and that is the right speaker, the
next is the ring 2 which depending on the manufacturer is either the common ground or the
microphone. The last connection is the sleeve which again is either the common or the
microphone. I had to fix my headset jack on my Hyper X cloud II's. I also could not find the exact
wire layout. In this black sleeve are the mic wires, strip that and you see Red and Copper. Then
solder the Blue to the left, the Green to the right and the Red mic wire to the mic position and
your headset should come back to life. I found many different cabling schemes for this
headphone. But yours is the good one. Beware, soldering zones for the wires are sometimes
inverted from this. Mine was in that inverted case. Show 2 more comments. If you get a standard
4 pin audio cable, there will only be one GND wire anyway, 4 wires in total. I also have this
headset, but there was never a separate sleeve that went to the "Mic Box" as far as I remember.
Maybe they changed the design? I have repaired this headset at least 5 times now, and did it
again just now. In the beginning it seemed complicated, but now it's actually easy to do. If you
happen to have a cable that carries the mic connectors MIC and GND separately, you should be
able to connect these just to the "mic box". I disassambled two of these headsets and they both
had "seperate" wires for mic ground and speaker ground. But as raugh. Alexandria r96lime. I
was looking to remove the switch and volume control knob on my pair because of a crappy pot
that has been crackling since I bought the cans, otherwise these are totally acceptable
computer headphones. A couple of observations:. The shielding on these are crazy thin clear
plastic, so much that you don't really need to try to get that off before soldering, assuming you
have a high enough heat soldering iron. After removing the switch I cracked it open and it's got
more than just a pot and a simple switch in it, although I didn't look that closely. I am getting
significantly more gain out of the headset after removing it, and I don't have the problem where

it crackles and one ear cuts off. Ahh, is that why the cables could touch each other without
interference? I was trying to tie the cables together just to test them and it didn't work. If I use
my soldering iron will it get rid of that thin plastic? The 2 headphones are connected in series
white cable and the mic is connected separately black cable. The wiring to the jack is exactly as
on the photograph of jayeff. Dawn Jennings dawnandzack. I'm really struggling! We bought
these Cloud II headphones for my 10 year old who has just accidentally pulled the wire out of
the left head piece. I'm happy to solder the wires back Kanami kanami. If you have a seperate
cable sleeve for the MIC on your cable , then the copper of the separate sleeve goes to Mic Box,
copper. If you don't have a separate cable sleeve with the Mic wires but a normal 4 pin audio
cable, connect 4 GND from the solder connector on the speaker also with the copper from Mic
Box, and the remaining one after you connected L Speak and R. Speaker , whatever colour,
possibly red or yellow, to the white of the Mic Box. But if you solder a replacement cable, you
need to double check what colour of the cable goes where on the audio connector this is not
always the same , with a DMM. Mic is on the "sleeve" connector on the 4 pin 3. Hebrew Loc. Ok,
so my issue is the wire colors. If I could figure which color is what, I can soilder them. Anyone
have a. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Mark Murphy whoah Rep: 37 3 1. View the answer I
have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted
Undo. Score 3. The All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. Was
this answer helpful? Score 7. Most Helpful Answer. Score 8. Hello, did you solder with "iphone"
or "nokia" connection? Duvan Vaca what are you saying? What connection did you use? The
cable broke after 2 years of use, so I had to replace it. This is how I did it:. Score 5. Alexandria
r96lime Rep: 37 1. A couple of observations: 1. Well I think I figured it out now: The 2
headphones are connected in series white cable and the mic is connected separately black
cable. Both black and white cable are connected to the headphone input jack. I call the
headphone piece in your image the left piece. The connectors on the left headphone piece I call
1 to 3 from left to right: 1. GND 3. Score 0. Dawn Jennings dawnandzack Rep: 1. Please give me
a clue of what goes where?!!! Kanami kanami Rep: 1. Hebrew Loc Rep: 1. Add your answer Mark
Murphy will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. Prior to smart phones life was much
simplerâ€¦at least with respect to the wiring for headsets used with portable music players vs
cell phones. A recent project has me dealing with some wired headsets. In the beginning there
was the pocket transistor radio. When Sony got around to it some transistor radios featured a 3.
This was intended to receive an earphone for private listening. An old school portable music
player, like an iPod or my Sansa MP3 player , had a single 3. In fact, this type of audio jack was
basically universal. It came into prominence with the first Sony Walkman , which was
introduced in You can still see these sort of connectors described as 3. As these devices were
used exclusively for listening to music, the pin out of the 3. Since all devices used this wiring
standard, basically any headset could be used with any player. Life was good. Well, it was
basically goodâ€¦unless you were involved in telephony or two-way radios. At least not as far as
this 3. It needs to be wired in a fashion that considers the mono playback and the microphone.
Many consumer DECT cordless phones use a 2. While many business class telephones us an
RJ-9 type connector for a headset , some manufacturers do use 2. So now we have two
standard ways of using this connector, varying only by application. Everyone is happy, even the
call center staff. Since a smart phone can be used for both listening to music and making phone
calls a 3-conductor connector is no longer adequate. In order to have both stereo music and a
microphone signal a 4-conductor connector is required. Enter the 3. Where things get
interesting is in how the conductors are used. There was some initial disagreement about the
wiring. In truth, the OMTP standard came first, it was Apple who mixed things up by insisting
upon going another way. Nokia has somewhat thrown in the towel on its OMTP standard by
developing a way for their second generation of Lumia phones to sense what kind of headset is
plugged in and act accordingly. So there can be some sense of peace, at least in the realm of
mobile phones. One of my recent projects involved using a telecom operator type wired headset
with an iPod Touch. Can you see the problem that implies? Despite the fact that the iPod Touch
is a media player, not a mobile phone, it features a 3. Of course, my project involved using the
iPod to host a SIP client, so I was seeking mobile-phone like compatibility with a call-center
styled wired headset. None terminate in the 3. Headset Buddy sells adapters that allow you to
use a 2. These can work, but sometimes suffer audio level issues. The solution to using a good,
telephony style headset with an iPod Touch was to buy a proper, call-center style headset that
used a Quick Disconnect QD system. VXi then offers various QD-to-whatever cables, allowing
the headset to be used with whatever device you have before you. The intent is to lock you into
using their gear. In looking at Addasound headsets last month I was surprised to find that they
currently use a Plantronics type QD connector, but were also planning one of their own. That
said, VXi does offer their headsets equipped with other companies QD connectors! Further,

Plantronics makes a QD-to This combination has proven to work well together. They are
capable of reliably delivering HDVoice over Wifi. It also happens that people sometimes need to
use a telecom headset with a computer. My preference to date has been to use a USB-attached
headset like the Logitech. Audio that I reviewed so long ago. A USB headset is obviously easy
to connect and often appears as a separate, identifiable audio device to the OS, making its
especially simple to setup in the soft phone. The project at hand had the potential to see the
same headset deployed with an unidentified laptop. To accommodate this potential I found two
possibilities;. Older and larger laptops, even desktops for that matter, have a pair of 3. The
alternative bottom cable was very long and coiled. It reflects the fact that it is often used with
desktop computers in call center applications. Thus the added cable length could be handy. The
other adapter, while another widget in the wiring, is just a few inches in length. That makes it
more appropriate when used with a laptop that would be right in front of the user. Ultrabooks
and smaller laptops, like the MacBook Air and my Lenovo X1 Carbon, have much smaller
surfaces available to hold their array of connectors. Thus they may offer a single 3. I made a
plan, bought some gear, found that there were issues, then had to amend my plan to address
those issues. At one point I thought that I could get myself out of a corner by modifying a
handful of QD cables that I had purchased, replacing the molded in place 2. After making one
such cable I decided to just bite the bullet and buy the correct cables! You are far better off to
deploy a molded cable. A cable that I soldered and crimped by hand seemed much more likely
to fail, making it a problem perhaps not too far down the road. Michael, thanks for the great run
down on audio connections. I realise this is some time since your article. I wondered if on your
travels you have come across any adapters to allow a 3. On a call being received and accepted
by the operator, the QD signal line would override the additional source and mute it. Therefore,
on cancelling the phone call QD line , the additional source audio would again play through
unmute. I am imagining some junction box at the QD mid-way connector junction? They offer
Y-cords for training purposes, but nothing more complicated. Great information. Just some
input on using a USB sound device on PC: it turns out that the inexpensive C-Media based USB
audio interfaces work very well and the common cm is one of the few USB audio chips that
provides an independent adjustment for side tone shows up as mic signal in Windows playback
volume setting. Dr Chair â€” Yes, side tone can be handy, most especially when using noise
blocking headphones like my favorites from Etymotic. However, C-Media makes the audio chip
sets. Also an old PCI sound card. Michael I was wondering if you have ever ran across a qd g to
3. So you could plug in any standard headphone w mic to the female audio 4 post? I work in a
call center and I think my only option is to get the 4post male and just splice and shrink a new
female connector but they allow any head phones and that requires a female connectorâ€¦. Not
QD-to-3,5mm female. However, Headset Buddy has RJ-to We can use any equipment that works
with qd and they will allow any head set even modded or after market. But all the headsets I like
are trust models. I also plan on getting one of thouse small AAA battery powered amps that last
50 hours so I can turn up those soft spoken calls. Soâ€¦ yeah ill just mod one and reshrink heat
and add a braid I guess is my only option. Interesting, and very useful, I was hooking up one of
those cheap Chinese Bluetooth receivers and wanted to add a stereo plug for the input so I
could use different amplifiers with it. I purchased some of those cheap Chinese
shower parts diagram
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breakout boards with the plug on it, I hooked it up and could not get stereo reception till I
found this article that showed me my error, it had the 4 conductor plug and after I changed the
wires it now works great. August 4, Michael Graves Prior to smart phones life was much
simplerâ€¦at least with respect to the wiring for headsets used with portable music players vs
cell phones. Operators Are Standing By Well, it was basically goodâ€¦unless you were involved
in telephony or two-way radios. Then along comes the smart phone revolution to wreck it all.
Smartphones Add Complexity Since a smart phone can be used for both listening to music and
making phone calls a 3-conductor connector is no longer adequate. Computers, too! To
accommodate this potential I found two possibilities; Older and larger laptops, even desktops
for that matter, have a pair of 3. Like this: Like Loading Sounds to me like a task for a Raspberry
Pi or something similar. Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email.

